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A guideless stage for aligning a Wafer in a microlithography

1%) 6 049 186' which is a ’continuation' of’applic’a?on NO‘

system is disclosed, and a reaction frame is disclosed Which

08/627822‘, ?l’ed on Apr_ 2’ 1996’ now Pat NO_ 579427871;
which is a continuation of application No. 08/221,375, ?led
on Apr- 1, 1994, HOW Pat NO- 575287118

isolates both external vibrations as Well as vibrations caused
by reaction forces from an object stage. In the guideless
stage an object stage is disclosed for movement in at least

Int. Cl. 7 ............................................... .. H01J 37/20

.

(52)
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tWo directions and tWo se P arate and
_ inde P endentl y movable
_
folloWers move and folloW the ob ect sta e and coo eratm
1
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linear force actuators are mounted on the ob'ect sta e and

’

. .
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.

.1

g

the followers for positioning the ob]ect stage in the ?rst and
second directions. The reaction frame is mounted on a base
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GUIDELESS STAGE WITH ISOLATED
REACTION STAGE

A feature, an advantage of this invention is the provision
of a support, positioning and isolation assembly Which
alloWs the positioning function of the object or Wafer stage
to be accomplished While minimiZing vibrations coupled to
the stage and lens systems from the reaction stage faster and
With feWer parts While minimiZing vibrations coupled to the
stage and isolating the stage from undesired reaction forces.
In accordance With another aspect of the present
invention, a positioning method and apparatus are provided

This is a Division of application Ser. 09/437,608 ?led
Nov. 10, 1999, now US. Pat. No. 6,271,640, Which in turn
is a Division of application Ser. No. 09/127,288 ?led Jul. 31.
1998 (now US. Pat. No. 6,049,186), Which in turn is a

Continuation of application Ser. No. 08/627,824 ?led Apr. 2,
1996 (now US. Pat. No. 5,942,871), Which in turn is a

Continuation of application Ser. No 08/221,375 ?led Apr. 1,
1994 (now US. Pat. No. 5,528,118). The entire disclosure of

10

and independently moveable Y folloWer and cooperating

the prior applications is hereby incorporated by reference
herein in its entirety.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates, in general, to electro
mechanical alignment and isolation and, more particularly,
to such method and apparatus for supporting and aligning a
Wafer in a microlithographic system and isolating the system
from its oWn reaction forces and external vibrations.

15

20

Various support and positioning structures are knoWn for
25

30

and many parts. Typically, external forces directed to parts
of the positioning assembly and reaction forces due to

linear force actuators With tWo of those actuators driving in
one of the X or Y directions and the third actuators driving
in the other of the X and Y directions. In accordance With the

preferred embodiment of this invention the guideless stage
actuator including a drive member on the XY stage so that
a pair of X drive members serve to drive the XY stage in an
X direction and a pair of Y drive members serve to drive the

XY stage in the Y direction. The linear actuators and their
drive members are constructed, positioned and controlled

movement of different parts of the assembly are coupled

directly to the image forming optics and reticle handling
equipment resulting in unWanted vibration.

positioned and movable in spaced apart planes above and
beloW the center of gravity of the object stage.
In accordance With another aspect of the present
invention, the guideless stage incorporates at least three

incorporates at least four linear actuators operating betWeen
the XY stage and a reaction frame assembly With each

Often, a separate Wafer stage is mounted on top of these

guide assemblies. These structures require high precision

linear force actuators mounted betWeen the stage and fol
loWers Whereby the movement of either folloWer does not
effect the movement of the other folloWer.
Another aspect of this invention is the provision on at
least one folloWer of a pair of arms on the folloWer With each
arm supporting a drive member and Wherein the arms are

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

use in microlithographic instruments. Typically, in the prior
art, XY guides, including a separate X guide assembly and
Y guide assembly, are utiliZed With one guide assembly
mounted on and movable With the other guide assembly.

for an XY stage With an independently moveable X folloWer

such that the vector sum of the moments of force at the
35

US. Pat. No. 5,120,036 to van Engelen et al. describes a

center of gravity of the XY stage due to the positioning
forces of cooperating drive members is substantially equal to
Zero.

tWo-step positioning device using Lorentz forces and a static
gas bearing for an opto-lithographic device.
US. Pat. No. 4,952,858 is directed to a microlithographic

These features and advantages of the present invention
Will become more apparent upon perusal of the folloWing

apparatus utiliZing electromagnetic alignment apparatus

ing Wherein similar characters of reference refer to similar
parts in each of the several vieWs.

speci?cation taken in conjunction With the folloWing draW

including a monolithic stage, a sub-stage and isolated ref
erence structure in Which force actuators imposed betWeen

the monolithic stage and the sub-stage are used for suspend
ing and positioning the monolithic stage in space. In this
apparatus a Y frame or stage is mounted on an X frame and

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
45

the monolithic stage is positioned from and supported in

FIG. 1A is a vieW of a portion of the structure shoWn in

space from the Y frame.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
50

Broadly stated, the present invention is directed to method
and apparatus utiliZing a guideless stage for supporting an

FIG. 1C is a schematic elevational vieW, partially in

section, of the object positioning apparatus of the present

both eXternal forces as Well as reaction forces created in
55

linear actuator means mounted on the object stage and the

invention.
FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of the Wafer XY stage position above

the reaction stage.
FIG. 3 is a side elevational vieW of a portion of the
structure shoWn in FIG. 2 taken along line 3—3 in the

reaction frame mounted on a base and substantially free

from transferring vibrations betWeen itself and the object
stage, means for supporting the object stage in space inde
pendent of the reaction frame and cooperating force type

FIG. 1 delineated by line A—A and With the reaction stage
Which is shoWn FIG. I removed.
FIG. 1B is an elevational vieW, partially in section, of the
structure shoWn in FIG. 1.

article and incorporating a reaction frame Which isolates

moving the object from other elements of the system such as
a lens system Which produces an image that is eXposed on
the photoresist of a Wafer object surface.
The present invention incorporates an object stage, a

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a microlithography system

incorporating the present invention.

60

direction of the arroWs.

FIG. 3A is an enlarged vieW of a portion of the structure
shoWn in FIG. 3 delineated by line B—B.
FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of the reaction stage shoWing

the XY followers Without the means for coupling to the XY
stage can be mounted for movement in a given direction or 65 stage for positioning of the XY stage.
can constitute a XY stage for movement in the X and Y
FIG. 4A is an enlarged perspective vieW of the XY

reaction frame for positioning of the object stage. The object
directions While being supported in space in the Z direction.

folloWers illustrated in FIG. 4.

US 6,841,965 B2
4

3

aligning the Wafer With the lens of the optical system 16 for
precisely positioning an image for exposure of a photoresist

FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of the position

sensing and control system for the preferred embodiment of
this invention.

on the Wafer’s surface. In the embodiment illustrated, the
magnetic coupling means takes the form of a pair of drive
members such as X drive coils 42X and 42X‘ for positioning
the XY stage 30 in the X direction and a pair of Y drive
members such as drive coils 44Y and 44Y‘ for positioning
the XY stage 30 in the Y direction. The associated portion of
the magnetic coupling means on the reaction frame assem

FIGS. 6 and 7 are vieWs similar to FIGS. 2 and 3 of an

alternative embodiment of the present invention.
FIGS. 8 and 9 are vieWs similar to FIGS. 2 and 3 of still

another embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 10 is an enlarged top vieW of a portion of the
structure shoWn in FIG. 8.
FIG. 11 is an end vieW of the structure shoWn in FIG. 10
taken along line 11—11 in the direction of the arroWs.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

10

15

relative to a ?xed mirror RMX at the loWer part of the lens

While it Will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that
the guideless stage, With or Without its isolating reaction
frame, has many applications to many different types of

barrel PL of the projection optical system 16.
Referring to FIGS. 4 and 4A, the reaction frame assembly

instruments for precise positioning of objects, the present

60 has a reaction frame 61 Which includes a plurality of
support posts 62 Which are mounted on the ground or a

invention Will be described With respect to a preferred
embodiment in the form of a microlitholigraphic instrument
for aligning Wafers in a system Where a lens produces an
image Which is exposed to the photoresist on the Wafer
surface. In addition, While the guideless stage With or
Without its isolation stage can be utiliZed as a guideless 25
object stage movable in just one direction, such as a X or a

Y direction, the preferred embodiment is directed to a
guideless XY Wafer stage as described beloW.
to FIGS. 1 and 2, there is shoWn a photolithographic
instrument 10 having an upper optical system 12 and a loWer

loWer folloWer guide rail 68 (not shoWn) and on the inside
surface of the opposite face plate 64X‘ are upper and loWer
folloWer guide rails 67‘ and 68‘. On the inside surfaces of
each of the face plates 66Y and 66Y‘ is a single guide rail 69

Wafer support and positioning system 13. The optical system
lamp LPM. And the illuminator 14 comprises optical inte
grator such as a ?y’s eye lens FEL producing secondary light

35

source images and a condenser lens CL for illuminating a

reticle (mask) R With uniformed light ?ux. A mask holder
RST holding the mask R is mounted above a lens barrel PL
of a projection optical system 16. The lens barrel PL is ?xed

40

on a part of a column assembly Which is supported on a

plurality of rigid arms 18 each mounted on the top portion
of an isolation pad or block system 20.
Inertial or seismic blocks 22 are located on the system 45
such as mounted on the arms 18. These blocks 22 can take
the form of a cast box Which can be ?lled With sand at the

operation site to avoid shipment of a massive structure. An
object or Wafer stage base 28 is supported from the arms 18

and 42X‘ on the XY stage are shoWn as drive coils, the drive
tracks on the X folloWer 72 take the form of magnets. The
coupling elements could be reversed so that the coils Would
be mounted on the X folloWer and the magnets mounted on
the XY stage. As the XY stage is driven in the X and Y
direction, the laser interferometer system 92 detects the neW

greater detail beloW With reference to FIG. 5, a servo

55

elevational vieWs, respectively, of the Wafer supporting and
positioning apparatus above the object or Wafer stage base
28 including the object or Wafer or XY stage 30 and the
reaction frame assembly 60. The XY stage 30 includes a
support plate 32 on Which the Wafer 34, such as a 12 inch

Wafer, is supported. The plate 32 is supported in space above
the object stage base 23 via vacuum pre-load type air

a magnetic coupling means such as a linear drive motor for

and 74‘ connected at their one end by a cross piece 76. Drive
elements such as drive tracks 78 and 78‘ (see FIG. 2) are
mounted on the arms 74 and 74‘, respectively, for cooper
ating With the drive elements 42X and 42X‘ of the XY stage.
Since in the illustrated embodiment the drive elements 42X

position information (X coordinate value). As described in

that in FIG. 1B the blocks 22 are shoWn as being a different

bearings 36 Which can be controlled to adjust Z, i.e., tilt roll
and focus. Alternatively, this support could employ combi
nations of magnets and coils.
The XY stage 30 also includes an appropriate element of

and 69‘, respectively, Which is positioned vertically in
betWeen the guide rails 67 and 68.
The X folloWer includes a pair of spaced apart arms 74

position of the XY stage momentarily and generates a

by depending blocks 22 and depending bars 26 and hori
Zontal bars 27 (see FIG. 1A).FIG. 1B is an elevational vieW,
partially in section, of the structure shoWn in FIG. 1 except
con?guration than in FIGS. 1 and 1A.
Referring noW to FIGS. 2 and 3, there are shoWn plan and

separate base substantially free from transferring vibrations
betWeen itself and the object stage.
The reaction frame 61 includes face plates 64X and 64X‘
extending betWeen support posts 62 in the X direction and
66Y and 66Y‘ extending betWeen support costs in the Y
direction. Inside the face plates 64—66 a plurality of reaction
frame rails 67—69 and 67‘—69‘ are provided for supporting
and guiding an X folloWer 72 and a Y folloWer 82. Inside
face plate 64X are an upper folloWer guide rail 67 and a

Referring noW to the draWings, With particular reference

12 includes an illuminator 14 including a lamp LMP, such as
a mercury lamp, and an ellipsoid mirror EM surrounding the

bly 60 Will be described in later detail beloW.
The XY stage 30 includes a pair of laser mirrors 38X
operative With respect to a pair of laser beams 40A/40A‘ and
38Y operative With respect to a pair of laser beams 40B/40A‘
of a laser beam interferometer system 92 for determining
and controlling the precise XY location of the XY stage

65

position control system 94 under control of a host processor
(CPU) 96 controls the position of the X folloWer 72 and the
y folloWer 82 in response to the position information from
the interferometer system 92 to folloW the XY stage 30
Without any connection betWeen the drive coils 42X, 42X‘
and the tracks 74, 74‘.
For movably mounting the X folloWer 72 on the reaction
frame 61, the ends of the arms 74 and 74‘ at the side of the
reaction frame 61 ride or are guided on the rail 69, and the
opposite ends of the arms 74 and 74‘ ride on rail 69‘ adjacent
face plate 66 Y‘. For moving the X folloWer 72 a drive
member 77 is provided on the cross piece 76 for cooperating
With the reaction frame guide 69 for moving the folloWer 72
in a direction Which is perpendicular to the X direction of the

XY stage. Since the precision drive and control takes place
in the XY stage 30, the positioning control of the X folloWer

US 6,841,965 B2
5

6

72 does not have to be as accurate and provide as close

sensor 98X detects a variation of the Y direction space

tolerances and air gaps as the XY stage 30. Accordingly, the

betWeen the XY stage 30 and the X folloWer 72 and
generates an electric signal representing the amount of space

drive mechanism 77 can be made of a combination of a

to the position control system 94. The position control
system 94 generates a proper drive signal for the drive
member 77 on the basis of the X position information from

screW shaft rotated by a motor and a nut engaged by the X
follower 72 or a combination of a coil assembly and a

magnet assembly to establish a linear motor and each
combination can be further combined With a roller guiding
mechanism.
Similar to the X folloWer 72, the Y folloWer 82 includes
a pair of arms 84 and 84‘, connected at their one end by a

the interferometer system 92 and the signal from the position
sensor 98X.
10

crossbar 86 and including drive tracks 88 and 88‘ for
cooperating With the Y drive members 44Y and 44Y‘. The
arms 84 and 84‘ of the Y folloWer 82 are guided on separate
guide rails. The ends of arm 84 ride or are guided on the
upper rails 67 and 67‘ and the ends of arm 84‘ are guided on 15

loWer rails 68 and 68‘. Adrive mechanism 87 is provided on
the cross piece 86 of the Y folloWer 82 for moving the Y

Electronic subtraction of digital position data obtained from
measurement using the laser beams 40A and 40A‘ or 40B
and 40B‘ is performed or both differences are added and

25

44Y(44Y‘) and the drive tracks 88(88‘) to achieve the

divided by tWo.
This invention alloWs the positioning function of the XY
stage to be accomplished faster than if XY guides Were used.
Reaction forces created in moving the XY stage can be

coupled aWay from the image forming optics and reticle

handling equipment.
This invention needs no precision X or Y guides as

parallel planes spaced apart along the Z aXis from one
another respectively above and beloW and parallel to the
plane containing the X folloWer 72. In the preferred
embodiment, the crossbar 86 lies in the loWer plane con
taining the arm 84‘ and a spacer block 86‘ is positioned
betWeen the overlapping ends of the arm 84 and crossbar 86
to space the arms 34 and 84‘ in their respective parallel
planes. As With X folloWer 72, the drive forces from each of
the drive coils 44Y and 44Y‘ are in a direction along the
length of the arms 84 and 84‘. Also, predetermined gaps in
X and Z directions are maintained betWeen the drive coils

YaW correction is accomplished by the pairs of linear
motors Which can be used to hold or offset yaW, or the pairs

of linear motors can change the rotational position of the XY
stage. The data from either or both pairs of laser beams
40A/40A‘ and 40/40B‘ are used to obtain yaW information.

folloWer 82 along guides 67, 67‘, 68 and 68‘ betWeen the face
plates 66Y and 66Y‘ in a direction perpendicular to the Y
direction of the XY stage.
As best illustrated in FIG. 4A, the arms 74 and 74‘ and
crossbar 76‘ of the X folloWer 72 all lie Within and move in
the same plane crossing the Z aXis. The center of gravity of
the XY stage 30 lies Within or is immediately adjacent to this
plane. In this construction the drive forces from each of the
drive coils 42X and 42X‘ are in a direction along the length
of the arms 74 and 74‘, respectively. HoWever, the arms 84
and 84‘ of the Y folloWer 82 lie Within and move in different

Also, the position sensor 98Y detects a variation of X
direction space betWeen the XY stage 30 and the Y folloWer
82 and generates an electric signal representing the amount
of space, and the drive member 87 is energiZed on the basis
of the Y position information from the interferometer system
92 and the signal from the position sensor 98Y

compared to a guided stage, and precision assembly and
adjustment of the Wafer XY stage is reduced due to the lack
of precision guides. The servo bandWidth is increased
because the linear motor forces in the XY aXes act directly
on the Wafer stage; they do not have to act through a guide
35

system.
Forces from the XY linear motors can all be sent sub

stantially through the center of gravity of the XY stage
thereby eliminating unWanted moments of force (torque).
With the X folloWer 72 and the Y folloWer 82 mounted
40

and moved totally independently of one another, any vibra

guideless concept.

tion of a folloWer is not conveyed to the Wafer XY stage or

In operation of the guideless stage and isolated reaction
frame of the present invention, the XY stage 30 is positioned

to the optical system When using commercially available
electromagnetic linear motors for the magnetic coupling

in an initial position relative to the projection lens as sensed

by the interferometer system 92, and the XY stage 30 is
supported in the desired Z direction from the object stage
base 28 by the air bearings 36 With the drive coils 42X, 42X‘,
44Y and 44Y‘ spaced from the drive elements in the form of
drive tracks 78, 78‘, 88 and 88‘, respectively. There is no

45

other folloWer, the vector sum of the moments of force at the

center of gravity of the XY stage due to the positioning
forces of cooperating drive members is substantially equal to

direct contact betWeen the XY stage 30 and the reaction
frame 61. That is, there is no path for the vibration of the
reaction frame to affect the position of the XY stage and vice
versa. There is only indirect contact via the transmission
means that deliver the signals to the coils and the laser

interferometer position sensing system Which then transmits

Zero.
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No connection exists betWeen the XY stage and the
folloWer stages that Would alloW vibrations to pass betWeen
them in the X, Y or 6 degrees of freedom. This alloWs the
folloWer stages to be mounted to a vibrating reference frame

Without affecting performance of the Wafer stage. For

sensed position information to the controller Which receives
other commands to initiate drive signals Which result in
movement of the XY stage 30.
With the knoWn position of the XY stage 30 from the
interferometer system 92, drive signals are sent from the

eXample, if the reaction frame Were struck by an object, the

XY stage and the projection optical system Would be unaf
fected.
It Will be appreciated by a person skilled in the art that if
the center of gravity is not equidistant betWeen either of the
tWo X drive coils or either of the tWo Y drive coils, that

position control system 94 to the appropriate drive coils,
42X, 42X‘, 44Y and 44Y‘ to drive the XY stage to a neW

desired position. The motion of the XY stage is sensed by the
interferometer system 92 and position sensors 98X and 98Y
(see FIG. 5), and the X folloWer 72 and Y folloWer 82 are
driven by the drive members 77 and 87, respectively, to
folloW the XY stage. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the position

betWeen each of the folloWers 72 and 82 and the XY stage
30 and With clearance betWeen the coils and magnet drive
tracks less than about 1 mm. Additionally, With the arms of
one of the folloWers spaced above and beloW the arms of the

appropriate signals of differing magnitude Would be sent to
65

the respective coils to apply more force to the heavier side
of the stage to drive the XY stage to the desired position.
For certain applications the drive elements 42X/42X‘ or

42Y/42Y‘ of the actuator or magnetic coupling assembly for
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supplying electromagnetic force to the movable XY stage
may be held stationary (see FIG. 5) in a static position With

links betWeen the XY drive coils 242X, 242X‘, 244Y and
244Y‘ and the attachment to the XY stage 30‘. These

respect to movement of the stage in either the X or Y

connections include a double ?exure assembly 300 connect
ing the drive coil 244Y to one end of a connecting member
320 and a double ?exure assembly 330 connecting the other
end of the connecting member 320 to the XY stage 30‘. The
double ?exure assembly 300 includes a ?ange 302 con
nected to the coil 244Y Aclamping member 304 is attached

direction, respectively.
In the last of the explanation of this embodiment, referring
to FIG. 1C again, the essential structure of the present
invention Will be described. As illustrated in FIG. 1C, the
XY stage 30 is suspended on the ?at smooth surface (parallel

With the X-Y plane) of the stage base 28 through the air
bearings 36 having air discharge ports and vacuum pre-load

via clamping bolts to the ?ange 302 to clamp therebetWeen
10

one edge of a horiZontal ?exible link 306. The other end of
the ?exible link 306 is clamped betWeen tWo horiZontal

ports and is movable in X,Y and 0 direction on the stage base
28 Without any friction.

members 308 Which are in turn integrally connected With a

The stage base 28 supported on the foundation (or ground,
base structure) 21 by the isolation blocks 20, arms 18, blocks

vertical ?ange 310 to Which are bolted a pair of ?ange
members 312 Which clamp one edge of a vertical ?exible

member 314. The opposite edge of the vertical ?exible
member 314 is clamped betWeen a pair of ?ange members

22, the vertical bars 26 and the horiZontal bars 27. Each of
the isolation blocks 20 is composed of a vibration absorbing
assembly to prevent transmission of the vibration from the
foundation 21.
Since FIG. 1C is a sectional vieW of the XY stage 30 along
a line through the drive coils 42X, 42X‘ in Y direction, the
folloWing description is restricted about the X folloWer 72.
In FIG. 1C, the drive coils 42X are disposed in a magnetic

316 Which are in turn bolted to a ?ange plate 318 on one end

of the connecting member 320. At the other end of the
connecting member 320 a plate 348 is connected to tWo
?ange members 36 Which are bolted together to clamp one
end of a vertical ?exible member 344. The opposite edge of

the vertical member 344 is clamped by ?ange members 342
Which are in turn connected to a plate 340 connected to a pair

?eld of drive track (magnet array elongated in X direction)

of clamping plates 338 clamping one edge of a horiZontal

78 mounted on the folloWer arm 74 and the drive coils 42X‘ 25 ?exible member 336, the opposing edge of Which is in turn

are disposed in a magnetic ?eld of drive track 78‘ mounted

clamped onto the XY stage 30‘ With the aid of the plate 334.
Thus, in each of the double ?exure assemblies 300 and 330

on the folloWer arm 74‘.

vibrations are reduced by providing both a horiZontal and a
vertical ?exible member. In each of these assemblies the
vertical ?exible members reduce X, Y and 0 vibrations and
the horiZontal ?exible members reduce Z, tilt and roll

The tWo arms 74, 74‘ are rigidly assembled to move

together in Y direction by the guide rails 69, 69‘ formed
inside of the reaction frame 61. Also, the guide rails 69, 69‘
restrict the movement of the tWo arms 74, 74‘ in X and Z

directions. And the reaction frame 61 is directly supported
on the foundation 21 by the four support posts 62 indepen
dently from the stage base 28.
Therefore, the drive coils 42X(42X‘) and the drive tracks

vibrations. Thus, there are eight vertical ?ex joints for X, Y
and 0 and eight horiZontal ?ex joints for Z, tilt and roll.
35

78 (78‘) are disposed With respect to each other to maintain
a predetermined gap (a feW millimeters) in Y and Z direc
tions.
Accordingly, When the drive coils 42X, 42X‘ are ener
giZed to move the XY stage 30 in X direction, the reaction
force generated on the drive tracks 78, 78‘ is transferred to
the foundation 21, not to the XY stage 30.
On the other hand, as the XY stage 30 moves in Y
direction, the tWo arms 74, 74‘ are moved in Y direction by
the drive member 77 such that each of the drive tracks 78,
78‘ folloWs respective coils 42X, 42X‘ to maintain the gap in
Y direction on the basis of the measuring signal of the
position sensor 98X.
While the present invention has been described With
reference to the preferred embodiment having a pair of X
drive members or coils 42X and 42X‘ and a pair of Y drive
members or coils 44Y and 44Y‘, it is possible to construct a
guideless stage and With an isolated reaction frame in
accordance With the invention With just three drive members

assembly 288. Vacuum pre-load type air bearings 290 are
provided betWeen the coil support 245Y and upper support
plate 246 on the one hand and the magnetic track assembly
288 on the other hand.

In an operative example of the embodiment illustrated in
FIGS. 8-11 the ?exible members 306, 314, 344 and 336 are
stainless steel 1%“ wide, 1A“ long and 0.012“ thick With the

primary direction of ?ex being in the direction of the
45

I claim:
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illustrated in FIG. 6, a pair of Y drive coils 144Y and 144Y‘
are provided on the stage 130 and a single X drive coil or
linear motor 142X is mounted centered at the center of

gravity CG‘ of the XY stage. The Y drive coils 144Y and
144Y‘ are mounted on the arms 184 and 184‘ of the Y

folloWer 182, and the X drive coil 144X is mounted on an

Referring noW to FIGS. 8—11, there is shoWn an alterna

tive embodiment of the present invention Which includes

thickness. In the embodiment illustrated members 306 and
314 are mounted in series With their respective primary
direction of ?ex being orthogonal to one another; members
344 and 336 are similarly mounted.
While the present invention has been described in terms
of the preferred embodiment, the invention can take many
different forms and is only limited by the scope of the

folloWing claims.

or linear motors such as shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 7. As

arm 174“ of a X folloWer 172. By applying appropriate drive
signals to the drive coils 142X and 144Y and 144Y‘, the XY
stage can be moved to the desired XY positions.

As illustrated in FIG. 11, the coil 244Y is attached to a coil
support 245Y Which has an upper support plate 246 attached
thereto Which rides above the top of the magnetic track
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1. A method of making a microlithography system that
forms an image onto an object, comprising the steps of:
providing an irradiation apparatus that irradiates the
object With radiation to form the image on the object;
providing a movable stage associated With the irradiation
apparatus, the movable stage having a ?rst mirror;
providing a ?rst support structure;
providing a second mirror that is connected to the irra

diation apparatus;
providing a second support structure dynamically isolated
from the ?rst support structure to support the irradiation
apparatus, the second support structure including a base
member that supports the movable stage;

US 6,841,965 B2
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24. A method according to claim 23, Wherein the linear

providing a drive having a ?rst portion connected to the
movable stage and a second portion connected to the

motor comprises a magnet and a coil.

?rst support structure to move the movable stage in a

25. A method according to claim 24, Wherein the ?rst
support structure supports one of the magnet and the coil.
26. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the drive
rotates the movable stage on an aXis of the movable stage.
27. A method according to claim 26, Wherein the drive
moves the movable stage based on a detection result by the

tWo-dimensional plane such that a reaction force
exerted by the movement of the movable stage is
transferred to the ?rst support structure, the second

portion of the drive not contacting the movable stage

mechanically; and
providing a position detector that cooperates With the ?rst
mirror and the second mirror to detect a position of the

position detector so as to effect yaW correction.
10

movable stage in the tWo-dimensional plane, the posi
tion detector being supported by the second support
structure.

2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the irradiation
apparatus includes a projection system.
3. A method according to claim 2, Wherein the projection

15

system optically projects the image.

28. Amethod according to claim 26, Wherein the movable
stage is a guideless stage having no associated guide mem
ber to guide its movement.
29. Amethod according to claim 26, Wherein the movable
stage is a substrate stage on Which the object is supported.
30. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the drive
moves the movable stage in the tWo-dimensional plane,
including movement in the plane in a ?rst linear direction,

4. A method according to claim 2, Wherein the movable
stage is located beloW the projection system.
5. A method according to claim 2, Wherein the position

in a second linear direction and in a rotative direction on an

detector projects a light beam to the ?rst mirror ?Xed to the
movable stage and to the second mirror.
6. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the irradiation

moves the movable stage based on a detection result by the
position detector so as to effect yaW correction.

aXis of the movable stage.
31. A method according to claim 30, Wherein the drive

apparatus includes a mask holder that holds a mask that

de?nes the image.

25

7. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the second
support structure has a ?rst portion that supports the mov

able stage and a second portion that supports the irradiation

apparatus.
8. Amethod according to claim 7, Wherein the ?rst portion
and the second portion are connected rigidly to each other.

9. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the movable
stage is a guideless stage having no associated guide mem
ber to guide its movement.

10. Amethod according to claim 9, Wherein the guideless
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stage is movable over a surface of the base member on a

contact bearing includes a magnet and a cooperating coil.
14. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the movable
stage is a substrate stage on Which the object is supported.
15. A method according to claim 1, Wherein a substrate

the stage to a ?rst support structure, the ?rst support
structure connected to the second portion of the driver;
40

directing a measurement beam to a ?rst mirror of the stage
and directing a reference beam to a second mirror

connected to the irradiation apparatus by using a posi
tion detector;
45

detecting a position of the stage in the tWo-dimensional

plane by the position detector that is supported by a
second support structure dynamically isolated from the
?rst support structure, the second support structure
supports the stage, the irradiation apparatus and the
base member; and
forming the image onto the object by movement of the

stage is movable over a surface of the base member on a

bearing.
16. A method according to claim 15, Wherein the bearing
is a non-contact bearing that supports the substrate stage.
17. A method according to claim 16, Wherein the non

contact bearing comprises an air bearing.
18. A method according to claim 16, Wherein the non
contact bearing includes a magnet and a cooperating coil.
19. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the second

connected to the stage and a second portion not con

nected to the stage mechanically;
transferring a reaction force caused by the movement of

bearing.
11. Amethod according to claim 10, Wherein the bearing
is a non-contact bearing that supports the guideless stage.
12. A method according to claim 11, Wherein the non
contact bearing comprises an air bearing.
13. A method according to claim 11, Wherein the non

32. Amethod according to claim 30, Wherein the movable
stage is a guideless stage having no associated guide mem
ber to guide its movement.
33. Amethod according to claim 30, Wherein the movable
stage is a substrate stage on Which the object is supported.
34. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst
support structure at least partly supports the drive.
35. An image forming method that forms an image onto
an object by an irradiation apparatus, comprising the steps
of:
moving a stage in a tWo-dimensional plane of a base
member by a driver, the driver having a ?rst portion

stage.
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support structure is supported on a foundation.

36. A method according to claim 35, Wherein the irradia
tion apparatus is a projection system.
37. A method according to claim 36, Wherein the step of

moving the stage includes aligning the stage With the

20. A method according to claim 19, further comprising:

projection system.

providing a block betWeen the foundation and the second
support structure.
21. A method according to claim 20, Wherein the block

tion system optically projects the image.

38. A method according to claim 36, Wherein the projec
39. A method according to claim 36, Wherein the stage is
located beloW the projection system.

comprises a vibration absorbing assembly that prevents
transmission of vibration from the foundation to the second
support structure.
22. A method according to claim 19, Wherein the foun
dation is the ground or a base structure.

23. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the drive
comprises a linear motor.
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40. A method according to claim 36, Wherein the second
support structure has a ?rst portion that supports the stage,
and a second portion that supports the projection system.
41. A method according to claim 40, Wherein the ?rst
portion and the second portion are connected rigidly to each
other.
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42. A method according to claim 35, wherein the stage is
a guideless stage having no associated guide member to
guide its movement.
43. A method according to claim 42, Wherein the guide

beam to the second mirror to detect a positional infor

mation of the object in the tWo-dimensional plane, the

position detector being supported by the second sup
port structure.
61. A method according to claim 60, Wherein the second

less stage is movable over a surface of the base member on

a bearing.

support structure is supported on a foundation.

62. A method according to claim 61, further comprising:

44. A method according to claim 43, Wherein the bearing
is a non-contact bearing that supports the guideless stage.
45. A method according to claim 44, Wherein the non

contact bearing comprises an air bearing.
46. A method according to claim 44, Wherein the non
contact bearing includes a magnet and a cooperating coil.
47. A method according to claim 35, Wherein the stage is
a substrate stage on Which the object is supported.
48. Amethod according to claim 47, Wherein the substrate

10

comprises a vibration absorbing assembly that prevents
transmission of vibration from the foundation to the second
support structure.

64. A method according to claim 61, Wherein the foun
15

stage is movable over a surface of the base member on a

dation is the ground or a base structure.

65. A method according to claim 60, Wherein the drive

bearing.

rotates the object on an aXis of the object.

49. A method according to claim 48, Wherein the bearing

66. A method according to claim 65, Wherein the drive
moves the object based on a detection result by the position

is a non-contact bearing that supports the substrate stage.
50. A method according to claim 49, Wherein the non

detector so as to effect yaW correction.

contact bearing comprises an air bearing.

67. A method according to claim 60, Wherein the drive
moves the object in the tWo-dimensional plane, including

51. A method according to claim 49, Wherein the non
contact bearing includes a magnet and a cooperating coil.
52. A method according to claim 35, Wherein the second
support structure is supported on a foundation.

providing a block betWeen the foundation and the second
support structure.
63. A method according to claim 62, Wherein the block

movement in the plane in a ?rst linear direction, in a second
linear direction and in a rotative direction on an aXis of the
25

53. A method according to claim 52, Wherein the second

object.
68. A method according to claim 67, Wherein the drive
moves the object based on a detection result by the position

support structure is supported on the foundation With a block
betWeen the foundation and the second support structure.

detector so as to effect yaW correction.

54. A method according to claim 53, Wherein the block
transmission of vibration from the foundation to the second

69. Amethod according to claim 60, Wherein the movable
stage is a guideless stage having no associated guide mem
ber to guide its movement.

support structure.
55. A method according to claim 52, Wherein the foun

less stage is movable over a surface of the base member on

comprises a vibration absorbing assembly that prevents

70. A method according to claim 69, Wherein the guide

dation is the ground or a base structure.

56. A method according to claim 35, Wherein the stage

a bearing.
35

71. A method according to claim 70, Wherein the bearing
is a non-contact bearing that supports the guideless stage.
72. A method according to claim 71, Wherein the non
contact bearing comprises an air bearing.
73. A method according to claim 71, Wherein the non

40

contact bearing includes a magnet and a cooperating coil.
74. A method according to claim 60, Wherein the drive
comprises a magnet and a coil.
75. A method according to claim 74, Wherein the ?rst
support structure supports one of the magnet and the coil.
76. A method according to claim 60, Wherein the ?rst
support structure at least partly supports the drive.
77. A positioning method that positions an object, com

moves based on a detection result by the position detector.

57. A method according to claim 35, further comprising
the step of:
effecting yaW correction of the stage.
58. A method according to claim 35, Wherein the move
ment of the stage is carried out by cooperation With a ?rst
member that is located on the ?rst support member, and a
second member that is connected to the stage.
59. A method according to claim 58, Wherein the ?rst
member is one of a magnet and a coil.

45

60. A method of making a positioning apparatus that

positions an object, comprising the steps of:
providing a movable stage that holds the object, the
movable stage having a ?rst mirror;
providing a ?rst support structure;
providing a second support structure dynamically isolated
from the ?rst support structure, the second support
structure including a base member that supports the
movable stage;

prising the steps of:
moving a stage that holds the object in a tWo-dimensional
plane of a base member by a driver, the driver having
a ?rst portion connected to the stage and a second

portion not connected to the stage mechanically;
55

providing a second mirror that is connected to the second

driver;

support structure;

directing a measurement beam to a ?rst mirror of the stage
and directing a reference beam to a second mirror
connected to a second support structure by using a

providing a drive having a ?rst portion connected to the
movable stage and a second portion connected to the
?rst support structure to move the movable stage in a

position detector, the second support structure being
dynamically isolated from the ?rst support structure;

tWo-dimensional plane such that a reaction force
exerted by the movement of the movable stage is
transferred to the ?rst support structure, the second
portion of the drive not in contact With the movable

stage mechanically; and
providing a position detector that directs a measurement
beam to the ?rst mirror and that directs a reference

transferring a reaction force caused by movement of the
object to a ?rst support structure, the ?rst support
structure connected With the second portion of the

detecting a position information of the object in the
65

tWo-dimensional plane by the position detector sup
ported by the second support structure, the second
support structure supports the stage and the base mem

ber; and
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79. A method according to claim 78, Wherein the second

providing a support structure that supports the projection
system and the object stage, the support structure
having a base member disposed beloW the projection
system to support the object stage;
providing a vibration absorbing assembly that holds the

support structure is supported on the foundation With a block
betWeen the foundation and the second support structure.

support structure to prevent transmission of vibration
from a foundation to the support structure, a holding

positioning the object based on a detection result by the

position detector.
78. A method according to claim 77, Wherein the second
support structure is supported on a foundation.

surface of the vibration absorbing assembly being

80. A method according to claim 79, Wherein the block

comprises a vibration absorbing assembly that prevents
transmission of vibration from the foundation to the second
support structure.
81. A method according to claim 78, Wherein the foun

10

dation is the ground or a base structure.

82. A method according to claim 77, Wherein the step of
moving the stage includes rotating the stage on an aXis of the

15

stage.

mirror and the second mirror to detect a position of the

positioning the object comprises moving the object based on

object stage, the position detector being supported by

a detection result by the position detector so as to effect yaW

the support structure.
94. Amethod according to claim 93, Wherein the reaction
frame is supported on the foundation.
95. A method according to claim 93, Wherein the foun

correction.
84. A method according to claim 77, Wherein the step of

moving the stage includes moving the object in ?rst and
second linear directions and rotating the object on an aXis of

dation is one of a ?oor and a base structure.

the object.
25

positioning the object comprises moving the object based on

97. A method according to claim 93, Wherein the second
portion of the drive is movable on the reaction frame.
98. A method according to claim 97, Wherein the second
portion of the drive is one of a coil member and a magnet
member.
99. A method according to claim 98, Wherein the base
member comprises a horiZontal planar surface and the drive
moves the object stage in a horiZontal plane.

guide its movement.

87. A method according to claim 86, wherein the guide
less stage is movable over a surface of the base member on

a bearing.

88. A method according to claim 87, Wherein the bearing
is a non-contact bearing that supports the guideless stage.
89. A method according to claim 88, Wherein the non
contact bearing comprises an air bearing.
90. A method according to claim 88, Wherein the non

35

contact bearing includes a magnet and a cooperating coil.

40

91. A method according to claim 77, Wherein the step of

positioning the object comprises moving the stage based on
a detection result by the position detector.
92. A method according to claim 77, Wherein the ?rst

93. A method of making a microlithography system that
eXposes a pattern of a mask onto an object by a projection

system, comprising the steps of:
providing an object stage that holds the object in asso

96. A method according to claim 93, Wherein the holding
surface of the vibration absorbing assembly is higher than a

holding surface of the object.

a detection result by the position detector so as to effect yaW

correction.
86. A method according to claim 77, Wherein the stage is
a guideless stage having no associated guide member to

portion is one of a magnet and a coil.

second portion of the drive;
providing a position detector that cooperates With the ?rst

83. A method according to claim 82, Wherein the step of

85. A method according to claim 84, Wherein the step of

higher than a surface of the base member and loWer
than a holding surface of the mask;
providing a drive having a ?rst portion connected to the
object stage and a second portion not connected to the
object stage to move the object stage;
providing a reaction frame dynamically isolated from the
support structure, the reaction frame connected to the
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100. Amethod according to claim 99, Wherein the support
structure supports the mask.
101. A method according to claim 100, Wherein the
support structure supports a condenser lens located above
the mask.
102. A method according to claim 101, Wherein the
reaction frame does not receive the Weight of the base
member.
103. A method according to claim 93, Wherein the base
member comprises a horiZontal planar surface and the drive
moves the object stage in a horiZontal plane.

104. Amethod according to claim 93, Wherein the support
structure supports the mask.

105. Amethod according to claim 93, Wherein the support

ciation With the projection system, the object stage

structure supports a condenser lens located above the mask.
106. A method according to claim 93, Wherein the reac

having a ?rst mirror;

tion frame does not receive the Weight of the base member.

providing a second mirror that is connected to the pro

tection system;
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